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ABSTRACT

Consumer Cr edit Knowledge of a Selected Group
Of Personal Bankruptcy Petitioners
In t he State of Utah
by
Bernice Nel son, Master of Science
Utah St ate University, 1 969
Major Professor• Miss Edit h Nyman
Department• Household Economics and Management
Consumer credit knowledge of personal bankruptcy petitioners and
s ources used by the petitioners to gain consumer credit knowledge were
investigated.

Consumer credit knowledge was defined as any understand-

i ng which was found useful i n solving problems related to consumer credit,

Sources of consumer credit knowledge referred to classes taken ,

i nformation which had been read, information heard on radio or televi sion ,
and help received through personal couns eli ng,
Subjects were selected from i ndividuals whose personal bankruptcy
ca ses were heard in the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah during
t he mont h of J uly, 1 168,
ers who

~Jer e

The sample consisted of the first 60 petition-

willing t o part ci pate i n t he research project.

Re sear ch data was obtained from three sourtes s (a) a consumer credit
knowl edge test , (b) a personal data questi onnaire, and ( c) the official
bankruptcy petition,
Results indicate that this group of personal bankruptcy petitioners
had low consumer credit knowledge (60 percent or less) as measured by
their response to questions on a consumer credit knowledge test,

The

viii
petitioners had used a low number of sources (two or less) to gain consumer credit knowledge ,

(59 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Consumer credit has become an area of ma jor importance in the
financial planning of famili es i n t he United States (4),

Huber (8)

i ndi cated that s pending patterns in Ameri ca have changed drastically
from the traditional emphasis on thrift and cash purchasing to today 1 s
general acceptance of i nstallment credit to satisfy various family
wants i n our affluent society,
Today people are more favorably incl i ned toward the use of consumer credit (6),

Dolphin saids

This change i n atti tude has been accompanied by a new outlook on the misuse or overuse of credit, Failure to pay
cred:l to·:s does not engender the moral repercussions of the
past, The new view is reflected in the den l opment of more
liberal laws pertaini ng to bankruptcy, (3, p, 1)
"The most glaring evidence that over-use of credit is becoming a
problem for an increasing number of families is the number of personal
bankruptcy cases being f iled i n our federal courts ,"

stated Huber

(8, p, 2) in his study of the financially over-extended family,
Statistics published by the Administrative Office of the United
States Court s (1) indicate that 92 pereent of all bankruptci e s f i led
in the 1967 fiscal year were nonbusiness bankruptcies,

Ut ah's non-

busi ne ss bankruptci es more than doubled i n the six year period from
1962 to 1967,
1967,

Utah reported 620 cases in 1962 and 1,557 cases in

(Figures given are for fiscal years ending June JO,)

The 1967

figure represents 155 bankruptcies in Utah per 100,000 population
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compared to t he national aver age of 98 per 100 ,000 (13).
According to Goble (5 , p. 134) "the ri se of personal bankruptcies
i s , at least in part, a direct outgrowth of the misuse of consumer
credit,"

Dolphin ( 3) f ound in some cases uncontrollable fa ctors f orced

a family into financ ial distress, but financial difficulties were
usually a result of mismanagement of funds,
Misbach (11) recognized that many s chool courses t ea ch an i ndividual how to earn a l iving while few courses stress the importance of
wise money management,

However, knowledge of credit has generally been

assumed to be one of t he key fa ctors i nfluening effective money management,

Staab , Heywood , and DeVi vo commenteds
Competence to manage finances r equires knowl edge and
abilities of various t ypes, , , , To use credit wisely
requires knowledge of the kinds of credit available,
their costs, and t he legal regulations governing timepayments contracts, (16, p, 91 )
Jackson (2), chief of the Division of Bankruptcy, Administrative

Office of t he United St ate s Courts, assumes that the biggest problem or
cause of personal bankruptcy may be lack of adequate traini ng on t he
part of t he consumer t o understand and cope with our modern complex
credit system,
This investigation was conducted (a ) to determine the consumer
credit kno>ledge of personal bankrupt cy petitioner s and (b) to det ermine
sour ces us ed by t he personal bankrupt cy petitioner to obtain consumer
credit knowledge,
The f ollowing hypot heses wer e formulateds
1,

Personal bankruptcy petitioners have low consumer credit know-

ledge (60 percent or less) as indicated by their response to a specific
consumer credit knowledge test,

J
2,

Personal bankruptcy petitioners used a low number of sources

(two or less) to gain consumer credit knowledge,
Defi ni t ion of Terms
As a basis for this study, the following definitions were accepteds
Personal Bankruptcy Petitioner--an i ndividual seeking to have his
debts discharged "through the legal procedure specified in the Federal
Bankruptcy Act, " (10, p, 10)
Consumer Credit--llcredit used by t he consumer to help finance the
p•~chase

of goods and services for personal consumption or to refinance

debts originally incurred for such purchases." ( 17, p, 22)
Consumer Credit Knowledge--any understanding which is found useful
by an individual in solving problems related to consumer credit,
Sources of Consumer Cr edit Knowledge- -sources which have been used
to gain consumer credit knowledge ,

Sour ces refer to classes taken , i n-

formation read or heard on radio or television, and help received
through personal counseli ng,
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Personal Bankruptcy
In recent years as bankruptcy has i ncreased several research
investigators have examined t he bankruptcy situation,

This review of

literature describes many of t he charact eri stics which have been
associated with personal bankruptcy petitioners,
Profile of the bankruptcy petitioner
In 1966 Herrmann (7) made a survey of recent bankruptcy studies,
He compiled the results of studies conducted by Brosky in Seattle,
Washington (1965), Dolphin in Fli nt, Michigan (1965), Herrmann in
Sacramento, California (1965) , and M¥ers in the State of Maryland
(1961).
According to Herrmann t
The majority of the bankrupts in the four studies were
relatively young married men in their early or mid-J0 1 s
or younger, , , , The median number of children in the
bank!'Upts 1 famili es was three, , , , Although all
occupational groups were represented among the bankrupts,
the blue-collar occupations were substantially overrepresented in relation to their numbers in the local
labor force in all four studies, The incomes of the
bankrupts in the year pri or to filing were low compared
to those of other families i n the area, (7, p, 325)
Matsen reported similar characteri sti cs in her 1966 study of bankruptcy petitioners in Portland, Oregon ,
Composition of the sample personal and family characteristics showed t he median petitioner to be male, 28 years
old and marr ied at t he time of the i nterview, He had
been marri ed f or f our years, His household included four
members, two of whom were children, His family was in the
child bearing stage of the life cycle,
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Both the pet i tioner and his spouse had completed the
twelfth grade, Hi s occupati on was machine operator or
semi-skilled employee , (10 , p. 118- 119)
Causes of bankruptcy
Herrmann ( 7) identif i ed t he f ollowing fa ct ors which appeared to
have been t he cause of t he bankrupts• financial distressr (a) a decline
in income which i nterfered with debt-carrying capacity, (b) unanticipated expenses, (c) marital problems and divorce, and (d) accumulation of
a debt of unmanageable si ze,
Dolphin (3) concluded t hat t he average personal bankrupt is representative of individuals who are i n the difficult period of the life
cycle when their famili es are young and e conomic security is still to
be realized in the fut ure,
In discus si ng the causes of personal bankruptcy in Ohio , Mathews
indicated that
for over one- half of the bankrupts the cause of the financial
crisis which terminated i n bankruptcy was outside the bankrupt's control--namely, a r educti on in income, medical expenses, personal liability suits, or marital trouble.

Slightly over one- fourth of the bankrupts were caused
by a lack of prudent financial management, a factor within
the bankrupt's cont rol, , , , These bankrupts tended to
over-extend themselves even t hough they intended to repay,
The end result was intolerable debt and bankruptcy, (9, p, 221)

Need for consumer education
In Misbach's (11) 1964 stuqy he concluded that little was learned
by those experiencing bankrupt cy,

Bankruptcy did not teach financial

management nor did it sol ve the i ndividual's basic problems,

Misbach

6
suggested t hat "more instruction could be given in the school concerning personal finances, covering such sub jects as budgeting and the use
of credit ,"

( 11, p. 39)

Huber's goal was to find ways of meeting the i dentified needs of
families with over- extended credit,

He concluded&

Fundamentally what the times require is a broad prevention
program of consumer education t o ori ent American families,
particularly young people, to a changing econonzy- in which
the rapid extension of consumer credit is throughly revamping
long-held family values concerni ng the use of income, • · • · •
Envisaged is a program that should reach the child in his
early years and permeate his education at home, at school,
and at church, (8, p, 42)
Consumer Credit Knowledge
Researchers have not made an attempt to determine the consumer
credit knowledge of personal bankrupta,y petitioners,

However, there

are several studies of consumer credit knowledge which are closely
related to the present investi gation,
In 1961 Spit ze (15) investigated consumer credit knowledge of a
selected group of women and the relationship of such knowledge to
attitudes, use of credit, i nterest rates paid, and selected characteristics of the women,

She found that the women had a rather meager

knowledge of consumer credit ,

However, the women with higher education-

al levels had a greater knowledge of consumer credit and paid lower
rates for their credit,

Spitze also noted that the amount of credit

used was influenced by attitudes toward credit,

Women with little credit

knowledge were on the extreme ends of the credit attitude scale,
Edwards (4), in a 1964 study of the inter-relationships between
consumer credit knowledge , credit use , and other selected factors,
found that married college students were lacking in consumer credit
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knowledge .

Edwards concluded that husbands had higher levels of credit

knowledge than t heir wives, and that married student households with
greater credit knowledge used more consumer credit and pai d l ower interest rates for the use of credit,
Thompson' s (17) 1965 research involved the constructing of an
instrument t o measure the consumer credit knowledge of high school
seniors,

The high s chool " pupils tested showed a relatively good

knowledge of credit ratings and credi t union s,"

(1 7, p. v)

The pupils

were weakest i n the abili ty required t o determine consumer credit
charges, and the computation of those charges,

They also had little

knowledge of new developments i n consumer credit financing such as the
debt pooler and revolving charge account credit,
In 1967 Muller (1 2) compared the consumer economic knowledge of
women living in a large eastern ci ty with t hat of women living in a
small midwestern town i n the United States,

The re searcher obs erved

differences i n l i ving patterns of the people in these two communities
but found no statistically significant difference in the overall
consumer economic knowledge of the two groups,

Results indicated an

overall l ack of adequate consumer economic knowledge in both groups of
women .

Consumer credit behavior wa s studied by Goble (5) in 1968 as an
at tempt to analyze t he effect ive and noneffective use of consumer credit,
He indicated a need for further research to determine if effective
utilizat ion of consumer credit is a function of the individual's consumer
credit knowledge.
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Sources Used to Gain Consumer Credit Knowledge
Many statements have been made concerni ng the need for additional
consumer credit knowledge t o cope with problems in our complex societ y,
However, very little work has been done to determine the sources i ndividuals are now using to obt ai n consumer credit knowledge,
Ratner (14) indicated t hat consumer education is readily available
for the middle-income consumer,

He can receive it i n his daily news-

paper, special library displays, le ctures, or i n many pocket editions
at a corner drug store,

However, the low i ncome consumer is not aware

that this information exists,
Muller (12) concluded that the i mportant questions today area how
can a consumer get adequate and rel i able consumer information, and how
can we help the consumer to use more efficiently the i nformati on t hat is
available,
Spitze's (15) research was used as a basis for adult educati on
planning,

She had women identify the sources they would be willing to

use to gain consumer credit knowledge,

Over one-half of the women

indicated they would watch televisi on programs or read newspaper acticles
on consumer credit,

Thirty to forty percent were interested in radio

programs or books, and fifteen to twenty per cent were interested in
library courses, lectures, and adult education courses,

The women

showed very little interest in universi ty courses, and only two-thirds
of the women beli eved additional consumer credit knowledge would be of
any value to them,
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MErHODS AND PROCEDURES

Feasibility of Research Proiect
Contact was made with the Federal Referee i n Bankruptcy for the
District of Utah regarding the feasibi lity of a r esearch project with
bankruptcy petitioners,

The Referee agreed that a project to identify

consumer credit knowledge was f easible and had merit,

He gave permis-

sion for the investigator to meet with the bankruptcy petitioner and
administer a personal data questionnaire and consumer credit knowledge
test provided the petitioner and his attorney gave their consent,

The

court conference r oom was made available to the investigator to administer the questionnaire and the knowledge test,
Selection of Sub jects
Subjects were selected from individuals whose personal bankruptcy
cases were heard in the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah during
t he month of July, 1968,

Si nce the bankruptcy petitioners were not

obligated t o participate, the sample consisted of the first 60 petitioners who were willing to take part in the research project,
Procedure Used to Contact Sub1ects
A notice of the first meeting of creditors for each personal
bankruptcy case to be heard in July, 1968, was sent to the investigatorby the clerk of t he bankruptcy court,

The investigator then sent a

letter to both the bankruptcy petitioner and his attorney explaining

10
the purpose of the study and r equesti ng the petitioner's participation
i n the study,

The petitioner was requested to meet with the research

i nvesti gator immediately following his court hearing,
At the conclusion of the court hearing the Referee of Bankruptcy
r eminded the petitioner that the representative from Utah State University was conducting some research in the conference room,

He encour-

aged the petitioner to take a few minut es and participate in the study,
The Studv Instruments
Research data was obtained from three sourcesa

a consumer cr edit

knowledge test, a personal data questionnaire, and the official bankruptcy petition,
1,

The consumer credit knowledge test, which consisted of 25

multiple-answer statements concerning various aspects of consumer
credit, was used to measure the consumer credit knowledge of personal
bankruptcy petitioners,
The consumer credit knowledge test includeda 17 questions from
Spitze (15) (questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 22, and 23); four questions used by Thompson (17) (questions 13, 19,
21, and 25); and four questions developed by the investigator and
approved by the the sis committee (questions 5 , 12, 20, and 24),
The questions on the consumer credit knowledge test were grouped
into four general categories, testing ability toa
{a)

Compute interest and rates -questions 5, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16,
22, and 24,

{b)

Recognize varying rates charged by credit sources - questions
1, 3, 8, and 18,
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(c)

Comprehend some practices (other than rates charged) of credit
sources - questions 2, 4, 6, 7, 13, 15, 17, 21, and 23.

(d)

Understand protection and services provided creditors and
consumers - questions 12, 19, 20, and 25,

2,

The personal data questionnaire identified the educational and

marital status of the bankruptcy petitioner, and sources used by the
petitioner to gain consumer credit knowledge,
3,

Descriptive information obtained from the official bankruptcy

petitions on file at bankruptcy court included the petitioners income ,
debts, assets, occupation, and reasons for filing bankruptcy,
Testing Procedure
At the conclusion of their court hearings the participating bankruptcy petitioners met with the investigator in the conference room and
completed the personal data questionnaire and consumer credit knowledge
test,

Descriptive information was later recorded from the official

bankruptcy petitions,
Analysis of Data
Consumer credit knowledge
Knowledge scores for the bankruptcy petitioners were determined by
the number of questions answered correctly on the consumer credit knowledge test,
So~JL]g'.§..<!._t.Q~.!l...£Qll!Lll!!J!3I.

credit knowledge
The number of sources a bankruptcy petitioner had used to gain
consumer credit knowledge was based on the number of sources the peti-

12
tioner checked on the personal data questionnaire.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The present investigation was concerned with (a) the consumer
credit lmowledge of personal bankruptcy petitioners and (b) the number
of sources used by these petitioners to gain consumer credit knowledge ,

The consumer credit knowledge test and personal data questionnaire
were administered to 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners, 47 male and 13
female,

The sample included seven married couples,

Since the married

couples had filed separate petitions, the husbands and wives were
counted separately,
Approximately 70 percent of t he personal bankruptcy petitioners
whose cases >rere heard in the Utah courts during the first four weeks
o:f July, 1968, participated in the study.

Hearings were heard in Ogden ,

Utah, on two days and in Salt Lake City, Utah, on six days,

All Utah

bankruptcy cases are heard in these two locations,
In general the petitioners were very willing to spend the 10 to 15
minutes required to complete the personal data questionnaire and the
consumer credit knowledge test,

Several petitioners appeared interested

in the test, and they stayed to ask questions or requested that the test
answers be mailed to their homes,
Characteristics of the Bankrupt
Age of petitioners
The ages of the 60 petitioners ranged :from 21 to 57 years (Table 1)

14
w:l.th a mean age of 34 year s and a median age of 31 year s ,

The median

a ge o:f the petitioners in this study appears to be consistent with
previous :findings,

Herrmann :found that the majority of the bankrupts

i n Flint, Michigan, Sacramento , Cali fornia, Seattle , Washington, and
t he State of Maryland, "were young married men in their early or mid30 's or younger,"

Table 1,

(7, p, 325)

Distri bution of 6o pers onal bankruptcy petitioners according
to age

Age group

Number of petitioners

Per cent

20 - 29 years

22

36.67

30 - 39 years

20

33.33

4o - 49 years

15

25,00

50 - 59 years

3

s.oo

Peti tioners' marital status
Over three-fourths cr 76. 67 percent o:f the bankruptcy petitioners
who participated in this investigation were married,

Another

5

were separated :from their s pouse, and 15 percent were divorced,

percent
Only

3,33 percent o:f the petitioners were single (Table 2),
Number of children
The average number o:f dependent children was :figured on the basis
o:f children per household,

(The married couples included in the study

who had :filed separate petitions were counted as two petitioners but as
one household,
households,)

The single petitioners were not considered heads of
The number of dependent children per household ranged :from

15
Table 2,

Distribution of 6o personal bankruptcy petitioners according
to marital status

Marital status

Number of petitioners

Percent

46

76,67

Married
Separated

3

5.00

Divorced

9

15,00

Single

2

3.33

zero to eight (Table 3).

The mean number of children supported by the

51 households was 2,67, and the median number was 2,5.

Table 3.

Distribution of 51 heads of households filing personal bankruptcy petitions according to number of dependent children
Percent

Children

Number of households

0

6

11. 76

5

9. 80

2

14

27, 45

3

10

19.61

4

11

21 .59

5

3

6
7
8

5.80
1. 98

0

o.oo
1.98
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Amount o:f education
The education o:f the 60 petitioners ranged :from less than junior
high school to the completion

o:f a university degree (Table 4),

Only

26,67 percent o:f the petitioners had not completed high school, thus
the educational level reported by this group o:f petitioners appeared
somewhat higher than that reported in previous bankruptcy studies ,
Matsen (10) :found that 48 percent o:f her sample, and Dolphin (3) reported that 76 percent o:f the petitioners in his study had not completed a
high school education,

Table 4,

Distribution o:f 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners according
to amount o:f education

Education

Number of petitioners

Percent

4

6.67

Junior high school

12

20,00

High s chool

29

48.33

Trade s chool or two years at
a uni ver si ty

13

21 . 67

2

3.33

Less than junior high school

Univer sity degree

Type of employment
The employment of the 60 petitioners, taken :from the official bankruptcy :file , could not be readily classified into types,

In some cases

t he petitioner listed his occupation as to type while others listed their
place o:f employment and gave no indication as to type of work they per:formed,

No one t ype o:f employment appeared t o be prominent, but many o:f

the petitioners were employed at jobs which required either unskilled or

17
semi-skilled manual labor ,

Among those listing occupations were three

machine operators, three truck drivers, t hree gardeners, two miners , and
two beauticians,

Only six of the bankrupts i ndicated that they were un-

employed, and two of the se were students,
Income of petitioners
The 1967 incomes (income for year prior to filing) were obtained
from the official bankruptcy petitions,

The annual incomes reported by

54 of the 60 petitioners ranged from $340 to $14,600 (Table 5), The
mean income was $4,869 with a median income of $5,000,

Table 5,

Distributi on of 54 personal bankruptcy petitioners according
to annual income

Annual income
0

Number of petitioners

Percent

- $1 , 999

7

12.96

$2, 000 - $3 ,999

6

11.11

$4, 000 - $5,999

25

46, 28

$6,000 - $7,999

13

24.07

3

5.55

$8,000 - and above

The $5,000 median income of petitioners i n this study is very close
to t he median income of patitioners i n previous bankruptcy studies,
Herrmann (7) reported the following median incomes•

Flint, Michigan ,

$4,656 ; Sacramento, California, $4,000; Seattle, Washington, $5,657 1 and
the State of Maryland, $4,752,
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Amount of debt
The amount of debt for the 6o petitioners ranged from $2 ,301,71
to $127,726,34 (Table 6) with a mean debt of $13,527.54 and a median
debt of $7,218,60,

The median debt appears t he more realist ic because

of the extremely large debt l isted by one petitioner,

However, very

few of the bankruptcy petitioner s i n this sample had debts close to
the average amount,
smaller,

Most of t hem had debts either much larger or much

The mean debt l isted by Misbach (11) in a 1964 study of Utah

bankruptcy was $10,885,

Table 6,

Distribution of 6o personal bankruptcy peti tioners a ccording
to amount of debt

Amount of debt

Number of petitioners

Percent

$2,000 -

$5,999

25

41,67

$6,000 -

$9,999

10

16.67

$10,000 - $13,999

4

6,67

$14,000 - $17,999

6

10,00

15

25.00

$18,000 - and above

Value of assets
The list of assets which the petitioners filed with the court
ranged in value from $35 to $7, 349 (Table 7).

The mean value of t he

assets owned by a petitioner was $1,256,12, and the median asset value
was $461,60,
Reasons for fili ng bankruptgy petition
Reasons given by the participating petitioners for fili ng bankruptcy

19
Table 7.

Distribution of 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners according
t o value of a sse s

Value of assets

Number of petitioners

Percent

0

$499

32

.SJ , JJ

$.500 -

;199

1)

21.67

$1,000 -

~4 .999

11

18. )3

4

6,67

$.5,000 - and above

were obtained from the offi cial bankruptcy file,

Each petitioner could

list as many reasons as he consi dered appropri ate (Table 8),

Table 8,

Distri bution of 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners
to reasons stat ed for fili ng bankruptcy petiti cns

Reason

Number of petitioners

a c ~ c rd:.n g

Percent a

Could not meet obli gations

49

81,86

Actual garnishments

12

20,00

Threatened unemployment

1r

16,6'i

Threatened gar nishments

5

8.33

Unemployment

J

5,00

Unforseen obligat i ons

J

.s.oo

Threatened lawsuit by creditors

1.57

a Percent total s more than 100 because petitioners could l ist as many
reasons as they considered appropri ate,

Over- extension o;f orad t. and wage garni shments appeared to be t.f'
rr~jor

concern to the pe titioners,

Reasons l isted whi ch i ndi cated t hese
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concerns were s

i nability to meet obligations , listed by 81,86 percen 1

wage garnishments, l isted by 20,00 percent; and threatened unemployment ,
listed by 16, 67 percent ,

I t i s l i kely that many of the jobs that wer e

t hreatened may have been threat ened as a result of wage garnishment,
Another 8,JJ percent indi cated t hat they were fil ing becaus e of threatened garnishment,

Factors whi ch appeared to be of less concern for

this group of petitioners were unemployment, unforseen obligations , and
t hreatened lawsuits ,
Analysis of the Consumer Credit Knowledge Test
The consumer credit knowledge t est consisted of 25 multi ple-answer
statements concerning various aspects of consumer credit,

Table 9 shows

the answer selection for each question en the test,
Questions mo st frequently
answered i ncorrectly
The questions most frequently answered incorrectly were numbers
4 , 14, 20, 21, and 22,

On an average these five questions were only

answered correct ly by 9,00 per cent of the petitioners .
Questions 4 and 14 r equired an understanding of

If discount

rate, It

and question 21 required that petiti oners know the meani ng of the term
11 power

of attorney, "

with these t erms,

I t appeared that the petitioners were unfamiliar

Some knowledge of Utah credit laws was necessary to

answer question 20 ,

Question 22 required the ability t o figure the

i nterest rate when a char ge of one dollar was made for the use of
dollars fer JO days.

50

21

Table 9,

Q'lestion
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Answers selected t o questions on the consumer credit knowledge
test by 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners a
(.)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

2

1
0

5
11
2
8
2
1
21
0
2
13
5

6
9
3
17
19
1
2
4
11
7
13
31
2
28
5
6
6
3
1
29
21
23
13
10
12

46

1

2
32
9

.22
21
1
37
25
10
5
6
20
2

12
36
4

.21
2
6
15
22
10
2

12

2
Q
12
1
0

.2Q.

2
18
2
16

2±

0

2

14
10
21

4
1
22

6
6
2
7

11
27
0
20
16
5
6

1!l:
Jl

j

6

4

3
6
1
0
2
0

j

6
2
4
10

1
40

2

!±2
1

0
26

4

8
10
10
16
1
5

Blank b
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
0

a Figures represent number of bankruptcy petitioners selecting each
The correct answer i s underli ned,
b Number of petitioners not answering the question ,
answer.
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Questions most frequently
answered correctly
Que stions 1, 3, 6 , 8 , 15, and 19 wer e answered correctly most
frequently,

On an avera ge the se s x questions were answered correct l y

by 84,72 per cent of t he petitioners ,
Questi on 1 requir ed a compari son of rates charged by a small l oan
company and an i nstallment retai l dealer , while questi on 3 r equired
comparison of bank practices and those of an i nstallment retail dealer,
For question 6 it was necessary t o know the penalty if one failed t o
make payments on an installment purchase,

Question 8 required an under-

standing of interest rates charged by each of the lenders listed,

To

answer questi on 15 the petitioners needed some concept as to why a car
dealer might pressure t hem into finan cing the purchase at a parti cular
place of business,

A knowl edge of the procedure to be used when one

loses a credit card was nece ssary to answer question 19,
Category analysis of t he consumer
credit knowledge test
The 25 questions on the consumer credit knowledge test were divided
into four categories according t o abi l i ty toa

(a) compute interest and

rates, (b) recognize varying rates charged by credit sources, ( c) comprehend some practices (ot her than r ates charged) of credit sources, and
(d) understand protection and s ervice s provided creditors and consumers ,
Table 10 shows the percent age average of questions answered correctly on
the consumer credit knowledge test accor ding to category of questions,
Computing interest and rat es,

The first category, (questions

5, 9,

10, 11, 14, 16, 22, and 24) testing ability to compute interest and
r ates, seemed to be t he most difficult for this group of bankruptc,y
petitioners,

On an average these questi ons were answered correctly by

Table 10,

Comparison of percentage average of que stions answered
correctly on the consumer credit knowledge test accor ding
t o category of question s

Cat egory

Percent age average

(a) compute interest and r ate s

34.43

(b) recognize varying rates charged by credit
sources

73,33

( c) comprehend some practices ( other t han r at es
charged) of credit sources

44, 82

(d) understand protection and services provided
creditors and consumers

47. 08

34. 43 percent of the petiti oners,

This cat egory also appeared to be

the most difficult for the women i n Spitze ' s (15) study,

However , it

was the least difficult cat egor y f or t he wives i n t he study conducted by
Edwards (4),
Revolving credit is commonly stated as the percent charged monthly
on the unpaid balance,

On question 5 petitioners were expected to re-

cognize the true annual interest rate being charged when given the
stated monthly i nterest rate ,

Thirty percent answered correctly while

31,67 percent indicated they did not know,

Fifteen percent answered

1 14 t o 1 1 / 2 percent which was stated as the monthly interest rate ,
Question 9 required that the i nterest rate be computed by means of
the constant-rati o formul a,

Although the petitior.ErS were told that

they could figure on the quest i onnaire, no one attempted to use the
formula,

The correct answer of about 12 percent was checked by only

8,33 percent of t he petitioners while 61,67 percent of the petitioners
checked 6 percent,
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Question 10 asked t he effect on t he i nt erest rate charged i n quest i on 9 when a down payment was made on the purchase,

Less than one-

fourt h, 23,33 percent , answer ed corre ctly t hat the i nter est rate would
increase,

There were 41,67 percent who answered that the i nterest r ate

would decrease,
Question 11 required mat hematical comput ations t o det ermine the
dollar cost of the i nt er e st paid on a purchase,

Several of the peti-

tioners made some attempt to comput e t he dollar cos t, and 36,67 per cent
checked the correct amount charged,

In the study by Edwards ( 4) 67,6o

percent answered thi s que stion correctly,
Question 14 was t he most diffi cult questi on in the f i rst cat egory,
This question asked t he true annual i nterest rate on a loan whi ch
charged a discount rat e of 6 percent,

Only 6,67 percent answer ed

correctly, while 46,67 percent i ndicated they did not know,

Edwar ds (4)

found this to be the most difficult question for both husbands and
wives,

In her study 11,04 percent of the subjects answered it correctly,

Question 16, which was answered correctly by 65,00 percent of the
petitioners, was the least difficult in this category,

Since the cor-

re ct answer was 6 per cent , i t is possi ble that some who were unable to
compute the rate chose 6 percent as a 11reasonable11 answer,
11.67 percent who answered 12 percent,

Perhaps they associated it wit h

the fact that $12 i nterest was paid f or the $200 borrowed,
answered

11

There were

Ten percent

I don't know."

Question 22 asked the interest r ate when a one dollar charge was
made for the use of 50 dollar E for JO days.
correctly by 16 , 67 per cen·t ,
the answer on t he t est sheet,

'£he question was answered

Only one peti t ioner attempted to compute
"I don' t know" was cheeked by )8,))

~r-
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cent of the petitioners ,
Question 24 required the abili ty to determine which place of business charged the lower total cost for an item pur chased lion time ,ll

It

was ne cessary to reccgnize that the i t em with "the lower price tag had a
higher total cost be cause of the addition of a monthly service charge,
Over one-half, 56,67 percent, of "the petitioners checked the cor r ect
answer,

Recognizing varying rates charged by credit sources,

The second

category, (questions 1, 3, 8 , and 18) whi ch t ested the ability to recognize varying rates charged by credit sources, was apparently the least
difficult for the bankrupt cy petiti oners,

On an average the se questions

were answered correctly by 73,33 percent of the petitioners,

This

category was al so the least difficult f or the women in Spitze' s (1 5)
study where 52,50 percent answered correctly, and it was the least
difficult for the husbands in Edwards ' (4) study where 58,44 percent
answered correctly,
On question 1 there were 76,67 percent of the petitioners who were
correct in indicating t hat loan companies usually have higher finance
charges than installment retail dealers ,
Experience with borrowing money may have been helpful on question
3 wher e 83,33 percent of the petitioners correctly checked that bank
rates are someti mes l ower than rates charged by installment dealers ,
Question 8, which was the least difficult in this category, was
answered correctly by 90,00 percent of the petitioners,

Experience with

the use of credit may have helped "the petitioners to know that of the
sour( es l isted credi t unions usually offered the lowest rate of interest,
The most difficult quest ion in this category was number 18,

Only
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43,33 percent answered correctly that a loan on an insurance policy
would have the lowest true annual interest rate ,

However, 45,00 percent

che cked a commercial bank loan which was the source offering next to the
lowest interest rate,
Practices ( other t han rates char ged) of credit sources ,

The ques-

tions in category three, (questions 2, 4, 6, 7, 13 , 15, 17, 21, and 23)
were concerned with practices (other t han rates charged) of credit
sources,

On an average these nine questi ons were answered correctly by

44,82 percent of the petitioners,
In answer to question 2 there were 65 ,00 percent of the parti cipating petiti oners who corre ct ly indicated that credit unions make loans to
any member,
Question 4 was the most difficult i n this category and the most
difficult question on the consumer credit knowledge test,
answered correct ly by any of the petitioners,
ability to comprehend "discount rate,"

It was not

The question tested the

Perhaps because the word discount

implies a reduction , 53,33 percent indicated that the rate was reduced
when you repaid the loan within 90 days ,

Although this question was

difficult for the subjects in Spitzeis (15) and Edwards' (4) studies ,
it was answered correctly by 15 and 13 percent of their participants ,
Question 6 was answered correct ly more often than any other question on the consumer credit knowledge test,

There were 55 petitioners

or 91,67 percent who indicated that if you are unable to keep up your
payments on the installment plan the seller will most likely pick up
the merchandise and keep the payments you have made,

Perhaps many

bankruptcy petitioners had l earned this through experience,
On question 7 t here were 35,00 percent who indicated a cash

custom~
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er would pay less than a 30 day oharge customer,

The corr ect answer

(both would pay the same price) was given by 26, 67 percent,
Wage garnishment is a contributing fact or in many bankruptcy cases,
In answer t o question 13, t here were 66,67 percent of the petitioners
who checked the corr ect meaning of the ter m "wage garnishment , tt
Question 15 was answer ed cor r e ctly by 78,33 percent of t he petit ioners who indicated t hat if an automobi le dealer requires or pressures
you to finance your pur chase at a particul ar place i t is l i kely an
i ndication that he gets a kickback on t he finan ce charges,
Question 17 asked t he length of t ime usually allowed by loan
The r i ght answer (6 to 18 months)

companies for repayment of a loan,
was given by 28,33 percent,

Another 60,00 percent indicated the loan

would be extended for over 24 mont hs,
The term "power of attorney" whi ch was used in quest ion 21, appeared to be unfamiliar to this group of bankruptcy petiti oners,

The bank-

ruptcy petitioners apparently were not aware that when they sign a
contract providing for the power of attorney they have given the creditor
the r i ght to attach their wages,

This question was answered correctly

by 8,33 percent of the petiti oners,
In answer to question 23 there wer e 36,67 percent who reali zed t hat
a loan from a pawnbroker need not be repayed if the borrower did not
wi sh to ,
Protection and services provided creditors and consumers,

Cat egory

four (questions 12, 19, 20, and 25) tested ability to understand protection and ser vices provided creditors and consumers,

On an average these

questions were answer ed correctly by 47, 08 percent of t he

petitioner ~.

In answer to question 12, t here were 35. 00 percent who corree .f
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checked that the "truth-i n-lending" law required interest rates st ated
in terms of true annual percentage rates,
answered

11 I

However this questi on wa s

don't know!' more often than any other question on the test ,

Over one-half or 51,67 per cent of the petitioners admitted they did not
know the answer,
In answer to question 19, there were 88,33 per cent who corre ctly
indicated that when one loses a credit card they should noti fy the
credit card company by wire or phone and then send a registered letter
to inform them of the loss,
On question 20, only 13,33 percent of the bankruptcy petitioner s
correctly indicated that the law i n Utah allowed a legal rate of 6
percent interest to be charged on delinquent accounts if a rate had not
previously been stated,
Question 25 required the knowledge that a debt pooler is one t o
whom you pay a fee for using your money for the payment of your debt s,
This question was answered correctly by 51,67 percent of the peti tioners,
Hypothesis 1&

Personal Bankruptcy Petitioners

Have Low Consumer Credit Knowledge
The first hypothesi s to be tested stated that personal bankruptcy
petitioners have low consumer credit knowledge (60 percent or less) a s
i ndi cated by their response t o a spe cifi c consumer credit knowledge
test,
Scores received on the consumer credit knowledge test were used to
olassify petitioners as having a l ow, medium, or high level of consumer
credit knowledge,

A score of 60 percent or less (15 or less questi ons

answered correctly) was classifi ed as l ow consumer credit knowledge, 61
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t o 80 per cent ( 16 t o 20 questi ons answered corr ectly) medium consumer
credit knowledge, and 81 to 100 percent ( 21 t o 25 questions answer ed
correctly) high consumer credit knowledge,

The consumer credit knowledge

test scores for the 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners ranged from t wo
to 22 (Table 11),

Table 11,

Distribution of 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners according
to score obtained on the consumer credit knowledge test a
Test score
2 Low b
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1J

14
15
16 Medium b
17
19
22 High b

Number of petitioners
1
2
2
1

J
J

6
8
8

J

8
2
6

J

1
2
1

a Possible score 25,
bLow (15 or less correct), medium (16 to 20 correct), and high ( 21 to
25 correct) levels of consumer credit knowledge,

Eighty-eight and thirty-three hundreths percent of the participating petitioners had low credit knowledge as measured by their score on
tho consumer credit knowledge t est,

Ten percent of the petiM.oners had

medium, and 1, 67 percent had high consumer credit knowledge (Table 12),
The mean consumer credit knowledge test s core of the 60 participant s was
11,27 or 45,08 percent,

JO
Table 12,

of 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners according
t o level of consumer credit knowledge

Di~ tribution

Number of petitioners

Percent

Low (60 percent and less )

53

88,JJ

Medium (61 t o 80 per cent)

6

10,00

Level of knowledge

1, 67

High (81 t o 100 percent)

Jt was interesting to note that as the education of the bankruptcy
petitioners increased, the consumer credit knowledge test score also
increased (Table 13) .

Table 13.

Comparison of consumer credit knowledge mean test scores by
educational level of 60 personal bankluptcy petitioners

Level of education

Percent

Mean test s core

Less than junior high schccl

7.25

29 .00

Junior hi gh s chool

9.8)

J9, J2

High s -:hool

11 ,52

46,08

Trade school or two years at
a university

12,)1

49. 20

University degree

17. 50

69.00

Eighty-eight and thirty-three hundreths percent of the petitioners
r eceived a low

s~

led -e t Fst,

h a mean st'<:!'e of 4 5. 08 percen

"j t

re ( 60 percent

o~

less) on the consumer
1hus

~ edit

hypcthe ~1s

kno•.one,

that per oonal bankrupt.:'y pet! tioners haVE> low c n sumer credi t kn<C<wledge,
wa s accepted,
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Analysis of Sources Used to Gai n Consumer Credit Knowledge
The research invest i gator i dentified 13 sources which may have been
available to the petitioners as a means of gai ning consumer credit knowledge,

The participating bankruptcy petitioners checked the sources

they had used to gain consumer credit knowledge (Table 14),

Table 14,

Distribution of 6o per sonal bankruptcy petitioners according
to the sour ces they i ndicated they had used to gain consumer
credit knowledge

Source of knowledge

Number of peti tioner s

Classes
University class
Adult education class
Extension class
High school class
Trade school class
Sources other than cla sses
Place of employment
Pers onal counseli ng
Books
Pamphlets
Radio
Television
Newspapers
Magazines

Percent a

2
0
1
13
1

3.33
0,00
1,67
21,67
1.67

10
11
8
11
5
8

16,67
18.33
13.33
18.33
8. 33
13. 33
18, 33
16,67

11

10

a Percent totals more than 100 be cause petitioners were to list all
source s they had used to gai n consumer credit knowledge,

Hi gh school classes were t he most common source used by the petitioners i n gaini ng consumer credit knowledge,
percent of the participants,

Other

::la~ ses

They were used by 21 ,,67

listEd on t he per sonal dnta

questionnaire wer e used much less frequently a s a source of consumer
~redi t

kl'lowledge,
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Sources other than classes used most frequently by the petiti oners
were personal counseling , pamphlets, and newspapers.
used by 18,33 percent of the petitioners,

These sources were

There were 16, 67 percent of

the petiti oners who indicated they had obtained consumer credit knowledge from their place of employment.

Sixteen and sixty-seven hundreths

percent checked magazines as a sour ce of knowledge,

The petitioners

listed the following magazines as sources used to obtain consumer credit
knowledge•

Argosy, Better Homes and Gardens, CDP Credit Association,

Changing Times, Consumer's Guide, Consumer Report , Extension Food Buying,
Homemakers, House Beautiful , Ladies' Home Journal, Newsweek, Reader's
Digest, and Time,

Only 13,33 percent had used books and television as

a consumer credit knowledge source while 8.33 percent had gained some
consumer credit knowledge from radio programs,
Hypothesis 21

Personal Bankruptcy Petitioners Have Used

A Low Number of Sources to Gain Consumer Credit Knowledge
The second hypothesis to be tested stated that personal bankruptcy
petitioners used a low number of sources (two or less) to gain consumer
credit knowledge,
The 13 sources identified by the investigator included five classes
and eight other sources ,

Analysis was based on the number of sources

the petitioners indicated they had used to gain consumer credit knowledge,
Petitioners were classified as those having used a low, medium, or
high number of sources to gain consumer credit knowledge,

Two or less

sources were consider ed a low number, three to five a medium number, and
six to 13 a high number of sources (Table 15).

.3.3
Table 15,

Distributi on of 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners according
to number of sources used to gain consumer credit knowledge

Number of sources

Number of petitioners

Percent

Low (two or less sources)

45

75. 00

Medium (three to five sources)

1.3

21,67

2

.3 • .3.3

High (six to 1.3 sources)

Seventy-five percent of the petitioners had used a low number,
21,67 percent a medium number, and .3 • .3.3 percent a high number of sources
to gain consumer credit knowledge,

The mean number of sources used by

the 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners was 1,52,
It was interesting to note that with each additional amount of
education there was an increase in the number of sources used by the
petitioners to gain consumer credit knowledge (Table 16),

Table 16,

Comparison of average number of consumer credit knowledge
sources used to gain consumer credit knowledge by educational
level of 60 personal bankruptcy petitioners

Level of education

Average number of sources
Classes
Other sources
Total sources

Less than junior high school

0,00

0, 00

0,00

Junior high school

0,92

0,00

0,92

High school

1 , 62

0,.38

1,24

Trade school or two years at
a university

2.08

8,.38

1, 67

University degree

J,OO

0,50

2,50

Seventy-five percent of the petitioners had used a low number of
sources (two or less) in gaining consumer credit lmowledge, with the
mean number of sources used by the 6o participants being 1,52,

Thus

hypothesis two, that personal bankruptcy petitioners had used a low
number of sources to gain consumer credit lmowledge, was accepted,
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Consumer credit knowledge of personal bankruptcy petitioners and
sources used by t he petitioners to gain consumer credit knowledge were
investigated,

Consumer credit knowledge was defined as any understand-

ing which was found usefUl in solving problems related to consumer credit,
Sources of consumer credit knowledge referred to classes taken, i nformation which had been read, information heard on radio or television, and
help received through personal counseling,
Subjects were selected from personal bankruptcy petitioners whose
cases were heard in the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah during
the month of July, 1968,

Petitioners were contacted and asked to meet

with the investigator following their court heari ng,

Since the services

of the petitioners were voluntary, the sample consisted of the first 60
petitioners who were willing to participate i n the research project,
The average participant was in his early thirties, a married man,
and the father of two or three children,

He had graduated from high

school and his present employment required unskilled or semi- skilled
manual labor,

Financial information showed that the petitioner received

a $5,000 annual income, owed his creditors $7,218,6o and owned assets
valued at 461,50.
Research data was obtained from three sourcess (a) a consumer
credit knowledge test, (b) a personal data questionnaire, and (c) the
official bankruptcy petition,
The consumer credit knowledge test and personal data questionnaire
were administered to the bankruptcy petitioners following their court
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hearing,

Descriptive information was recorded :from the official bank-

ruptcy file,
Two hypotheses were formulated for testing1
1,

Personal bankruptcy petitioners have low consumer credit

knowledge ( 60 percent or less) as indicated by their response to a
specific consumer credit knowledge test,
2,

Personal bankruptcy petitioners used a low number of sources

(two or less) to gain consumer credit knowledge,
Hypothesis one was accept ed on t he basis t hat 88,.3.3 percent of t he
participating bankruptcy petitioners scored 60 percent or less on the
specified consumer credit knowledge test.

The mean score on the test

was 45,08 percent,
Hypothesis t wo was accepted on the basi s that 75,00 percent of the
participating bankruptcy petitioner s had used two or less sources to
gain consumer credit knowledge,

The mean number of sources which had

been used was 1,52,
Several conclusions can be drawn :from this investigation•
1,

Personal bankruptcy petitioners were lacking in consumer credit

knowledge,
2,

Personal bankruptcy petitioners with higher levels of education

had greater consumer credit knowledge,
.3.

Personal bankruptcy petitioners had used a low number of

sour ces to gain consumer credit knowledge,
4,

Personal bankruptcy petitioners with higher educational levels

had used more s ources t o gain consumer credit knowledge,

5. High school clas s es were used most :frequently as a source of
consumer credit knowledge,

)7
6,

The consumer credit knowledge test questions which tested

ability to recognize varying rates charged by credit sources were the
least difficult for personal bankruptcy petitioners,
7.

The consumer credit knowledge test questions which tested

ability to compute interest and rates were the most difficult for
personal bankruptcy petitioners,
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The present investigation was con cer ned with consumers who had
filed a bankruptcy petition thus i ndicating their inability to effectively use credit ,

Further r esearch i s needed to determine the consumer

credit lmowledge and s ources used to gain consumer credit lmowledge of
a group of consumers who have used credit extensively but have maintained
a high credit rating,

This would enable a comparison between the two

groups of consumers as to consumer credit lmowledge as measured by this
specific lmowledge test and sources used to obtain consumer credit
lmowledge,
It was found that a high school class was the source most frequently used i n gaining consumer credit lmowledge,

It is recommended

t hat an i nvestigation be made to di scover what consumer credit information i s pres ently available to high school students,
I t i s pos si ble t hat t he personal bankruptcy petiti oners had
obtained much of their knowledge through personal experi ence,

Thus

the knowledge may have come at a time when it was too late to help them
avoid financial difficulties ,

Help in planning a high school cours e

could be obtained by having bankrupt cy petitioners i dentify areas where
they think additional knowledge whould have been valuable in helping
them to avoid financial difficulties,
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June 28, 1968

Dear Attorney----As a graduate student at Utah State University in the Department
of Household Economics and Managemen\I have selected a research
project concerned with the consumer credit knowledge of personal
bar.!cruptcy petitioners,
In order to complete this study, it is necessary that a short
questionnaire ~~d consumer credit knowledge test be administered
to a group of bankruptcy petitioners,
The enclosed letter has been sent to your client asking for his
participation in this study, Your cooperation in encouraging his
participation will be very much appreciated,
The information obtained will not be identified in any way with
thP name of the subject, Data will be compiled and reported
collectively. Results of the study will be available to you at
your request,
Sincerely yours,

(Miss) Bernice Nelson

June 28, 1966

Dear (name of bankruptcy petitioner),
As a graduate student at Utah State University,I am working
on a research project concerning consumer credit, There has been
very little research done on this subject, and I am interested in
determining what people know about credit,
Would you please help with this project by meeting with me
following your first meeting of creditors (time of hearing)
and filling out a questionnaire,
Your name will not be used in the study, The results of the
group will be reported rather than of each individual,
I would appreciate your taking the time to help me with this
research project,
Sincerely yours,

(Miss) Bernice Nelson
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PERSONAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE
1,

Name•

2,

Marital status1
Widowed

3.

Married

Separated ______ Divorced

Single _ __

Education•
Check those you have completed,
Junior High School
High School
Trade school or 2 year program at University ________
University degree

4.

Consumer credit knowledge•
A, Check any of the following in which you were enrolled in a
course which taught about consumer credit.
University class
Adult education class
Extension class
High school class
Trade school class
B. Check any of the following sources from which you have
received consumer credit knowledge,
Place of employment
Personal counseling
Books
Pamphlets
Radio
Television
Newspapers
Magazines
(Please list names of magazines
where you obtained this information)
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CONSUMER CREDIT KNOWLEIGE TEST

1,

If you finance a purchase through a small loan company instead of
an installment retail dealer, your finance charges will probably
be
x (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2,

slightly less,
much less,
about the same,
I don 1 t know.

Credit unions make loans to
X

J,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

anyone.

any member.
anyone recommended by a member,
any member who has belonged for a year or more.
I don't know.

If a friend suggested that you borrow from a t ank to buy your TV
set instead of buying it on i nstallment from the dealer, you should
consider it
(a)
(b)
x (c)
(d)
(e)

4,

ridiculous because banks don't lend money for such purchases,
poor advice because bank rates are usually higher.
worth considering because bank rates are sometimes lower,
unreasonable because so much "red tape" is involved,
I don't know,

If you are told that a bank charges a certain "discount rate" of
interest, you know that
X

(a)
(b)
( c)
(d)
(e)

5,

more.

the rate is reduced if you repay the loan within 90 days,
you must pay the total amount of the interest at the time
you secure the l oan,
the stated rate i s higher than the actual rate,
the rate is lower than that charged by most other banks,
I don't know,

Some banks use a credit oard system offering the consumer credit
at 1 1/4 - 1 1/2 percent per month on the unpaid balance, This
means the bank is charging a true annual interest rate of
(a)
(b)

x ( c)
(d)
(e)

1 1/4 - 1 1/2 percent,

6 - 12 per cent ,
14 - 18 per cent ,
20 - 24 per cent .
I don't know,
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6,

If you are unable t o keep up the payments on a TV set you have
purchased on the installment plan , t he seller will most likely
x (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

7,

If a cash customer and a ) 0-day charge a ccount customer buy the
same dress at t he same store, you could expect
(a)
(b)
x (c)
(d)
(e)

8,

the cash customer to pay less,
the charge customer t o pay less,
both to pay the same price,
the charge customer t o pay a carrying charge at the end of the
month,
I don't know,

Which lender l i st ed below char ges the lowest rate for credit?
X

9,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

dealers offering installment purchases
credit unions
loan compani es
pawnbrokers
I don't know,

If you buy a $)00 r efriger ator " on time" with a stated 6 percent
carrying charge of $18 and pay of f the $)18 in twelve equal monthly
payments wit h no down payment , you are actually paying an interest
rate of

X

10,

pick up the set and keep the payments you have made,
pick up the set and r et urn t o you the payments you have made,
have you arrest ed for f ail i ng to meet the terms of the contract
you si gned,
pick up t he set and give you a cheaper model which costs no
more than t he payment s you have made,
I don't know,

(a)
(b)
( c)
(d)
(e)

6 percent ,
about 9 percent,
about 12 percent,
between 18 and 24 per cent,
I don' t know,

If you bought t he above refri gerator with a $25 down payment but
still pai d $18 carrying charge s and st i ll pay off your debt in
equal mont hly payments , your interest r at e would
(a)
(b)
x (c)
(d)
(e)

decrease sl ghtly.
decrease grea·tly,
increas e.

remain t he same,
I don' t know,
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11,

If you buy a car for $2650, pay $150 down, and pay off the rest at
$80 per moP.th for 36 months, you will pay about how much in interest
on your car?
X

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
( Ei)

12,

$250
$375
$500
$750

I don't know,

The new "truth-in-lending" law wi ll
(a)
(b)
x (c)
(d)
(e)

13.

set ceilings on t he credit rate which can be charged,
regulate the credit industry,
require that i nterest be stated in terms of true annual
percentage rates,
dictate terms of a credit contract,
I don't know,

Your installment contra ct with a seller may provide for garnishment
action if you do not meet your payments. Garnishment means that
your employers will be ordered by the court to do one of the following thingss he will have to
(a)
(b)

X

(c)
(d)
(e)

14,

fire you unless you pay your debt,
pay all of your wage s to your creditor until your debt is paid
in full.
warn you about your unpai d bi lls,
pay part of your wages to your creditor until your debt is paid
in full.
I don't know,

Most Utah banks are now charging at least a "6 percent discount
rate, the loan to be repaid i n equal monthly payments." This mean s
a true annual interest rate of
(a)
(b)
x (c)
(d)
(e)

15,

6 percent.
about 6,5 percent,
about 12 percent,
about 9 percent,
I don't know,

If an automobile dealer r equires or pressures you to finance your
purchase at a parti cular place, it is most likely an indication
that
(a)

X

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

he has arrangements with a finance company that will save you
money,
he is a black marketer whom y~u had tetter stay away from,
he has a friend in the fi nance business,
he gets a kickback on t he finance charges which will probably
be higher a ccordingly,
I don't know,
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16,

If you borrow $200 at a bank and at the end of one year pay the
bank $212, you have paid interest at the annual rate of
x (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

17,

6 percent,
12 percent,
4 percent,
24 percent,
I don' t know,

In the majority of cases , loan companies allow how much time for
paying off their loans7
X

18,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

over 24 months
6 to 18 months
90 days
30 days
I don't know,

Which of the followin g source< would have the lowest true annual
interest rate?

X

19,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

installment purchase from dealer
connnercial bank loan
loan from a finance or small loan company
loan on an insurance policy
I don ' t know,

If you lose your credit card you should
x (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

20,

wire or phone the credit card company telling them of the loss,
followed by a registered letter informing them of the lost card,
for get about it, since no one but you can legally use your card,
put an advertisement i n t he news paper saying that you are not
responsible for any bi lls charged to your credit card,
go to the nearest place of business which accepts your card and
tell the businessman of your credit loss,
I don't know,

As a protection to both the consumer and the creditor, the law in
the state of Utah
(a)
(b)

(c)
X

(d)
(e)

does not allow credit to be charged on a delinquent account
if a contr act has not been signed to specify credit rate,
requires that a consumer si gn a contract whenever making a
credit purchase,
allows the creditor to r equest any rate of interest he desires
on a ielinquent account, if a contract was not signed,
allows a legal rate of 6 percent interest to be charged on
delinquent .ccounts if no rate was previously specified,
I don't know,

21,

The power of attorney is sometimes found in the conditional sales
contract , This power is used to
(a)
(b)
x (c)
(d)
(e)

22,

get the services of a lawyer for the buyer of goods in case of
a lawsuit,
provide an attorney for the seller, at the expense of the buyer,
legally provide for the assi gnment of an employee's wages,
perform but one legal duty--that of clearing title of goods,
I don't !mow,

What annual, or yearly, interest rate is being charged by the loan
company whi ch advertises that "$50 for 30 days will only cost you
$1"7

X

23.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2 percent
6 percent
10 percent
24 percent
I don't !mow,

A loan from a pawnbroker
x (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

need not ever be repaid if the borrower does not wish to,
must be repaid in 30 days,
must be repaid in 6 months,
is repaid according to verbal agreement between pawnbroker
and borrower,
I don't !mow,

Mr. Carey wants to purchase a piano,

24,

At Sam's place he finds a
piano for $450. The terms are $50 down and 20 monthly installments
of $20 each, If he had the cash he could purchase the piano for
$360,

At Jim's place, Mr, Carey finds a very similar piano for $435.
The terms here are a $75 down payment, the remaining $36o to be
paid in 30 equal monthly installments of $12 each, plus a service
charge of $2 a month,
Mr. Carey wants to purchase a piano but does not have the money to

pay cash,
X

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

If he purchases the piano "on time" at

Jim's place the total cost will be less,
s~•s place the total cost will be less.
either place the cost will be the same,
the place with the most friendly salesman he will probably
get the best service,
I don't !mow.

If you pay someone a fee to use your money for the payment of your
debts you are dealing with a

2 5,

X

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

credit union,
debt pooler ,
credit bureau,
loan shark,
I don't know,
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